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Suppression of silicide formation in Fe films grown on Si „001…
Florin Zavaliche,a) Wulf Wulfhekel, Hai Xu, and Jürgen Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, D-06120 Halle, Germany

~Received 26 January 2000; accepted for publication 7 August 2000!

Thin ferromagnetic Fe films were grown at both room and low temperatures~150 K! on ~231! and
on Au-passivated Si~001!. In the case of Fe grown on~231! Si~001!, the magnetization sets in at an
Fe coverage of 3.6 monolayers~ML ! at room temperature and of 2.3 ML at 150 K, indicating a
reduced magnetization due to silicide formation. To suppress Fe–Si reactions we used a 2 ML thick
Au buffer layer deposited in two steps. We performed a reconstruction by the deposition of about
0.5 ML of Au at;1000 K followed by the growth of another 1.5 ML at room temperature or at 150
K. Room temperature growth results in rough Au films and no earlier onset of magnetization in
comparison to the case of unbuffered Fe films. However, a strong out-of-plane magnetization is
measured at the onset coverage. By contrast, at 150 K, smooth Au buffer films are observed, acting
as protective layers against Fe and Si intermixing. Growth on these buffer layers results in an early
onset of the out-of-plane magnetization at 1.4 ML of Fe and a larger Kerr signal. Both these findings
point at a significant reduction of silicide formation. A 2.3 ML thick Fe film grown on Au passivated
Si~001! shows a reversible magnetic behavior upon annealing to 280 K and cooling back to 150 K,
indicating a thermally stable system. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The widespread use of Si in semiconductor technolo
together with new trends in microelectronics raises the qu
tion whether Si is able to cope with the challenges posed
the emerging field of spin electronics. In this respect,
investigation of thin metallic films grown on semiconducto
and their interfaces is of special interest. Therefore, stu
of the reaction of Fe grown on Si~001!1,2 have been done
special attention being paid to the investigation of direct g3

semiconducting iron disilicide4–6 for its possible use as nea
infrared light sources and detectors. In the case of Fe gr
at room temperature~RT! on Si~001! by molecular beam
epitaxy, it was found7 that the Fe/Si interface is far from
being sharp, and an amorphous phase with the stoichiom
close to Fe3Si starts to form after;1 monolayer~ML ! of Fe
is deposited. The reaction slows down above 5 ML,7 to end
abruptly at 10 ML,8 with the beginning of body-centered
cubic ~bcc! Fe formation. A long-range in-plane ferroma
netic order in the silicide films was shown8,9 to set in after
the deposition of 4 ML of Fe at RT, with a reduced magne
moment8 in comparison to bcc Fe.

The amorphous silicide at the interface,7,8 strongly re-
lated to the existence of a Schottky barrier at the Fe/Si in
face, will act as a strong scatterer for electrons pass
through the interface, potentially reducing the spin inform
tion. To avoid this, a thin, stable and spin-preserving pa
vation layer of the semiconductor surface is highly desira
in order to reduce intermixing at the Fe–semiconductor
terface. On the other hand, S, Se, or B passivation use
previous studies10,11 give rise to a rougher surface and it
not clearly established to which extent these can prevent
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icide formation. A recent investigation of Fe films grown o
S-passivated Ge~Ref. 12! shows no reduction in the magne
tization onset coverage and brings evidence for S migra
to the surface during deposition. The segregation of the p
sivation agent on top of the film may reduce the passivat
and contaminate the Fe film. An alternative passivation w
achieved by the growth of;10 ML thick CoSi2 film on
Si~001! prior to the Fe deposition13 reducing Si migration
and favoring the growth of a good epitaxial bcc Fe film.

In view of recent studies,14,15Au seems to be appropriat
at least for the relatively large attenuation length (l.230 Å!
for ballistic electron transport in Au grown on Si~001!.15

Besides, the possibility of suppressing the spin–flip scat
ing for tunneling electrons through an Fe/Au multilayer ba
fabricated onto ann-type Si~001! collector,14 makes Au the
favorite candidate for our purpose. For these reasons,
thermodynamically stable Au-induced reconstruction
Si~001! surface16,17 has been used to reduce silicide form
tion at the Fe/Si interface.

II. EXPERIMENT

The Si~001! substrates were cut from commercial
available single crystal wafers, mounted on nonmagn
sample holders and inserted into the vacuum chamber v
load lock system. The base pressure in the preparation ch
ber was below 1.0310210 mbar. The samples were first de
gassed by direct heating up to;850 K, and flashed after
wards at increasing current values to remove the native o
layer. During both degassing and flashing, the pressure
kept below 5.031029 mbar. The clean crystals showed n
traces of contamination in the Auger spectra, and very sh
~231! low energy electron diffraction~LEED! patterns. The
crystals were considered clean only when the dimer rows
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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the ~231! reconstruction were clearly visible in scannin
tunneling microscope~STM! topographs. Henceforth, it wil
be understood that all of the STM scans were performedin
situ at RT, regardless of the deposition temperature. T
films were grown at both RT and low temperature~LT>150
K! on ~231! Si~001! single crystal substrates by molecul
beam epitaxy at a base pressure below 1.0310210 mbar. The
Au-induced reconstruction of Si~001!16,17 was performed by
depositing less than 1 ML of Au at temperatures arou
1000 K. The ML Au and Fe coverages are defined in ter
of atomic densities of face-centered cubic~fcc! Au~001! and
bcc Fe~001! layers, respectively. The quality of the reco
struction was checkedin situ with both LEED and STM.
Different overall topographs were obtained according to
temperature employed for performing the reconstructi
The magnetization of the Fe films was probedin situ at the
growth temperature, by the magneto-optic Kerr effe
~MOKE! in the longitudinal geometry. For some very th
films showing perpendicular magnetization, also po
MOKE loops were taken. As a light source we used a co
mercial multimode laser diode with the wavelength of 6
nm. The angle of incidence was approximately 50°.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fe grown on „2Ã1… Si„001…

It has been shown that the deposition of several mo
layers of Fe on Si~001! at RT results in the formation of a
amorphous ferromagnetic iron silicide,8 with an in-plane ori-
ented magnetic moment, whose composition is close
Fe3Si.7 No LEED pattern was detected even for submon
layer coverage, in agreement with previous works.2–8 The
in-plane onset of magnetization at RT occurred after no
than 3.6 ML of Fe were deposited, as we found by MOK
By increasing the amount of deposited Fe, a smoothly
creasing MOKE signal is detected@the open circles in Fig.
1~a!: MOKE ellipticity at saturation#, except for Fe cover-
ages between 9 and 12 ML. Recent spin-integrated and s
resolved photoemission studies8 showed that the silicide for

FIG. 1. MOKE ellipticity in longitudinal geometry at saturation vs Fe co
erage:~a! films grown on~231! Si~001! at room temperature~open circles!
and 150 K~solid squares!; ~b! films grown at 150 K on Au-covered Si~001!
~open squares; the points above 200mrad correspond to the out-of-plan
magnetization! and on~231! Si~001! @solid squares — same data as in~a!#.
The inset in~b! shows the out-of-plane hysteresis loop at the magnetiza
onset~1.4 ML of Fe! in the film grown at 150 K on Au-covered Si~001!.
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mation ends abruptly at 10 ML where we observed a kink
the MOKE signal. We relate this kink to changes in magne
moment, structure and/or chemical modifications at
growth front. A rough film is obtained by RT growth and th
typical silicide morphology consisting of elongated islands
preserved at least up to 20.4 ML of Fe, as shown in
2003200 nm2 STM scan in Fig. 2. We correlate the la
onset of magnetization observed in RT grown films to t
weak ferromagnetism of the amorphous silicide film and
an intermixed interface.

To reduce the thermally activated silicide formation, w
reduced the growth temperature to 150 K. This induces
earlier onset of in-plane magnetization at 2.3 ML as sho
in Fig. 1~a! ~solid squares!. We did not observe a perpen
dicular orientation of the magnetic moment, as reported
Fe grown at 100 K on Si~001! ~Ref. 9! probably because the
growth temperature in our experiments was higher. The e
onset of magnetization we observed at 150 K might be du
the low growth temperature, or to the low measuring te
perature. Since a 2.3 ML thick Fe film grown at RT show
no magnetic signal at both RT and 150 K, we come to
conclusion that the low growth temperature reducing int
mixing is responsible for the early onset of magnetizatio
Additionally, the kink at about 10 ML of Fe in the MOKE
ellipticity at saturation versus coverage in Fig. 1~a! is less
pronounced than in the RT growth case. We associate
finding with a reduced intermixing according to a smoo
change in the photoemission spectra with Fe thickness at
K, as has been shown by Kla¨sgeset al.8 However, the early
onset of magnetization is not accompanied by a significa

n

FIG. 2. A 2003200 nm2 STM topograph of a 20.4 ML thick Fe film grown
at room temperature on Si~001!. The image is taken at a bias voltage of 0
V and a tunneling current of 0.1 nA. A line profile taken along the white li
shown on the STM image is plotted underneath.
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larger Kerr signal in comparison to the RT growth. Th
points at only a minor reduction of intermixing at 150 K.

B. Fe grown on Au-covered Si „001…

In an attempt to hinder silicide formation, we proceed
with passivating the~231! Si~001! by depositing less than 1
ML of Au at 1000 K. A STM topograph of such Au-induce
reconstructed surface is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. T
surface atoms rearrange in long stripes running along
@1̄10# and @110# directions. These stripes were shown to
behind the occurrence of different structures which coe
on the surface.18,19About 1.5 ML of Au was further added a
RT or LT as a buffer layer to further inhibit the diffusion o
Si into the Fe layer. We emphasize here that our findings
the magnetic behavior of the Fe films grown on Au-cove
Si~001! should not be related to the previous reports on
magnetic properties of Fe grown on Au~001!,20–22 for the
very complex structure of the reconstructed surface induc
different growth mode and orientation of the Au buffer laye

The onset of magnetization in the Fe film grown on A
covered Si~001! at RT takes place at about the same cov
age ~3.9 ML! as in the case of films deposited at RT
~231! Si~001!. However, at the onset coverage, an out-
plane orientation of the magnetic moment is detected, wh
flips in-plane with adding about 1 ML of Fe. The tenden

FIG. 3. A 2003200 nm2 STM topograph of a 20.4 ML thick Fe film grown
at 150 K on Au-covered Si~001! and then annealed to room temperatu
The image is taken at a bias voltage of 1.6 V and a tunneling current o
nA. A line profile taken across a group of silicide grains of typical heigh
plotted underneath. It was performed along the white line shown on
STM image. The inset shows a 1003100 nm2 STM topograph of a recon-
structed surface obtained by the deposition of less than 1 ML of Au at a
1000 K. The scanning parameters were 1.6 V bias voltage and 0.1
tunneling current. The roughness of the reconstructed surface is simil
the one of~231! Si~001!.
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toward droplet formation due to high Au mobility at RT doe
not favor the growth of a smooth film, and consequently
role as a buffer layer is not fully achieved. Moreover, t
lower surface free energy of Au with respect to that of Fe
responsible for the segregation of a single Au capp
monolayer.23 This leaves roughly only 0.5 ML of Au to-
gether with about 0.6 ML of Au~Ref. 18! involved in the
reconstruction to limit the Fe–Si intermixing. This is not th
main reason for the late magnetization onset at RT thou
because increasing the thickness of the buffer layer does
bring about any significant change. The reason for the
onset of magnetization might lie in the roughness of the
buffer layer.

However, growing both the buffer layer and the Fe fil
at LT on the Au-induced reconstructed Si~001! surface fa-
vors the onset of an out-of-plane magnetization as early a
1.4 ML of Fe @the corresponding polar loop is shown in th
inset of Fig. 1~b!#, excluding the existence of a significan
magnetically dead layer. The magnetization keeps its perp
dicular orientation up to about 2.5 ML, where it flips into th
plane when increasing the amount of deposited Fe. Ag
we emphasize the existence of a strong out-of-plane m
netic moment in the very thin Fe film at temperatures hig
than 100 K, reported as the prerequisite for the occurrenc
a thermally unstable perpendicular magnetization on fres
prepared Au~001!.22 The plot of MOKE ellipticity at satura-
tion measured at LT versus coverage@open squares in Fig
1~b!; the points above 200mrad stand for the out-of-plane
magnetization# provides us with another striking result: fo
in-plane magnetized films we observed strongly enhan
Kerr signals in comparison to films grown without buffe
layers at the same temperature. From the onset of mag
zation at 1.4 ML of Fe and from the enhanced magne
signal at LT we conclude that silicide formation is succe
fully suppressed. A silicide film resulting after the depositi
of 1.4 ML of Fe on~231! Si~001! at LT does not show any
magnetic signal in MOKE. The suppression is further co
firmed by the absence of any kink in the plot of ellipticity
saturation versus coverage around 10 ML in the case o
grown on buffered Si~001! at 150 K@the open squares in Fig
1~b!#.

Furthermore, a 2.3 ML Fe film grown at LT on Au
covered Si~001! appears to be thermally stable with respe
to annealing up to 280 K, as may be concluded from
hysteresis loops in Fig. 4. A decrease in ellipticity from 4
mrad at LT~the solid line in Fig. 4! to 308mrad is measured
at about 280 K~the dotted line in Fig. 4!. This is due to the
reduction of the magnetization when the Curie temperatur
approached. It retrieves its initial value upon cooling back
150 K ~the dashed line in Fig. 4!, indicating no significant
loss of magnetization due to intermixing. The overall squa
like shape of the hysteresis loops and the out-of-plane or
tation of the magnetic moment is preserved throughout
process. The increase in coercivity noticed after the cycl
completed might be caused by minor local silicide formatio
hindering domain wall motion.

A STM topograph of a 20.4 ML thick Fe film grown a
LT on Au-covered Si~001! and then annealed at RT~Fig. 3!
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shows groups of about 1.7 nm tall silicide grains~the white
grains!, lying on the top of an otherwise smooth film, whic
preserves the overall appearance of the underlying re
structed surface~the inset of Fig. 3!. One reason for the
occurrence of these silicide grains, apparently oriented al
the @1̄10# and @110# directions, might reside in the existenc
of incomplete reconstructed patches acting as sources fo
diffusion into the Fe layer, triggered by warming up to RT.
is worth mentioning that such patches always appeare
our STM scans if the reconstruction was performed at te
peratures lower than about 1000 K. Besides, no LEED p
tern was detected throughout the thickness range inv
gated.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The strong intermixing in Fe grown on Si~001! at RT
takes place at least up to 10 ML and results in the forma
of ferromagnetically ordered iron silicide,7,8 whose magneti-
zation at RT sets in after depositing 3.6 ML of Fe. T
growth at 150 K yields an earlier onset of magnetization
2.3 ML of Fe, partly as the result of a reduced reactivity
the Si~001! surface. However, from the evolution of Ke
signal at saturation with coverage it is deduced that this
duction is only minute. Less than 1 ML of Au deposited
high temperatures~around 1000 K! onto Si~001! induces a
complex reconstruction18,19 of the surface. The Au-induce
reconstruction,16,17 along with an additional ultrathin Au
layer of 1.5 ML has been employed to limit the Si diffusio
into the Fe film. With this buffer layer, the magnetizatio
always sets in with the magnetic moment oriented out-
plane, regardless of the deposition temperature, at Fe co
ages of 3.9 and 1.4 ML at room temperature and 150
respectively. The early onset of magnetization at 1.4 ML

FIG. 4. The hysteresis loops measured by MOKE of an out-of-plane m
netized 2.3 ML thick Fe film grown on Au-covered Si~001! at 150 K~solid
line!, annealed to 280 K~dotted line! and cooled back to 150 K~dashed
line!.
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films grown at 150 K on Au-covered Si~001!, along with the
absence of any sharp feature at 10 ML in the plot of
largely enhanced Kerr signal at saturation versus cover
points at the successful hampering of silicide formation a
the growth with virtually zero magnetically dead layers.
2.3 ML thick Fe film grown at LT on Au-covered Si~001! is
shown to be thermally stable upon annealing up to 280
This is confirmed by the preservation of the perpendicu
orientation of magnetization and by the reversible behav
of the MOKE signal’s magnitude upon completing the the
mal cycle. These findings prove the possibility of growin
stable and almost silicide free thin Fe films on Si~001! by
simply employing a noble metal-passivation layer. Using
thin Au buffer layer alleviates the problems associated w
the silicide formation and makes Si a good candidate for s
electronics.
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